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Öz 

This paper aims to analyze the terms related to collective action research and to identify their evolution 

and change in the decades from 1992, when the first publication appeared in the Scopus database, to 

the present. Past scholars have examined collective action in several fields of research, but the 

breakthrough paper using scientometrics has not been found. Therefore, this paper is an original to 

clarify the work within terms based on selected keywords from collective action research, and it yielded 

1150 articles. To demonstrate, we used a scientometrics approach of the VOSViewer tool for data 

visualization. The findings indicate that the concern of collective action has attracted experts to generate 

various points of view for research, and we forecast that this study will become increasingly noticeable 

in the coming few years since it was explored. Importantly, we recorded co-authorship and network 

collaboration, citation by some point of view, as well as annual current issues of collective action. 

Moreover, we exhibited terms that scholars used to conduct collective action research, such as 

leadership, legitimacy, solidarity, resilience, capacity-building, advocacy, regulation, accountability, 

power, and trust. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Collective Action, Power, Trust, Resilient, Mapping, Scientometrics. 

 

Toplu Eylem Araştırmasının Önemli Konularının Haritalanması:  

Yayınların Bilimsel Analizi 
 

Abstract 

Bu makale, toplu eylem araştırması ile ilgili terimleri analiz etmeyi ve Scopus veri tabanında ilk yayının ortaya 

çıktığı 1992 yılından günümüze kadar geçen on yıllar içinde evrimini ve değişimini belirlemeyi amaçlamaktadır. 

Geçmişteki bilim insanları, çeşitli araştırma alanlarında kolektif eylemi incelemişlerdir, ancak scientometrics 

kullanan çığır açan makale bulunamamıştır. Bu nedenle, bu makale, toplu eylem araştırmalarından seçilen anahtar 

kelimelere dayalı olarak çalışmayı terimler içinde netleştirmek için özgün bir makaledir ve 1150 makaleye 

ulaşılmıştır. Elde edilen verileri tanımlayıp açıklamak adına, verileri görselleştirmek için VOSViewer aracının 

scientometrics yaklaşımını kullandık. Bulgular, kolektif eylem endişesinin, araştırma için çeşitli bakış açıları 

oluşturmak için önceki uzmanları cezbettiğini gösteriyor ve bu çalışmanın, keşfedildikten sonraki birkaç yıl içinde 

giderek daha fazla dikkat çekeceğini tahmin ediyoruz. Daha da önemlisi, ortak yazarlık ve ağ iş birliğini, bazı bakış 

açılarına göre alıntıları ve ayrıca yıllık güncel toplu eylem konularını kaydettik. Ayrıca, liderlik, meşruiyet, 

dayanışma, dayanıklılık, kapasite geliştirme, savunuculuk, düzenleme, hesap verebilirlik, güç ve güven gibi geçmiş 

bilim insanlarının kolektif eylem araştırması yapmak için kullandıkları terimleri sergiledik. 

Keywords: Toplu Eylem, Güç, Güven, Dayanıklılık, Haritalama, Scientometrics. 
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Introduction 

ollective action is defined as an intra-organizational mobility action scheme 

that involves each entity integrates to engage with in management of common 

resources and social movements in support of aims. This scheme has been 

widely implemented in a variety of fields, such as environment and climate change (Boda, et 

al, 2022; Carmona-Moya, et al, 2021; Colding, et al, 2022; Luo et al., 2021; Meilasari-Sugiana, 

2012), education (Maruyama, et al 2022; Sposito, 2010; Steiner & Spear, 2020), energy and 

technological transformation (Shortall, et al, 2022; Twine, et al, 2019), health and social safety 

nets (Iemmi, 2021; van Ryneveld, et al, 2022), economics (Pizzi & Brunet, 2012; Salvador 

Casara, et al, 2022), social movements and change (Bernroider, et al, 2022; Smith, et al, 2021), 

and so on. Therefore, collective action studies have shown impressive growth with numerous 

of perspectives. 

Collective action schemes have been found in research from various disciplines, 

especially the social sciences, which have significant research. The emergence of this scheme 

aims to support the creation of a healthy environment without a single power that can 

dominate in a service process or social movement that is accommodated. Previous experts 

have underlined the meaning of collective action. As reported by Gilbert (2006), collective 

action is defined as the involvement of the parties by upholding a shared commitment to 

achieve problem solving. In Sandler (2015), collective action is defined as the appearance of 

two or more individuals in an effort to achieve an outcome, such as the provision of a public 

good. 

On the other hand, collective action is increasingly favored by public authorities to 

improve service delivery because self-resolving by any single actor often creates overly 

complex problems, especially for low-income countries (Pugel, et al., 2020). In this case, 

collective action involves many stakeholders across sectors, at least business, scientific 

institutions, representatives of civil society, and so on (Berkowitz, et al., 2020). However, 

collective action implies more complex management, giving rise to many challenges that 

include the interests of each actor (Tembata & Takeuchi, 2018). Thus, collective action has its 

own strengths and challenges, many of which are faced when collective action works. Some 

of them are in terms of strength and trust. According to Hotte, et al, (2019), trust between actors 

involved in collective action can lower transaction costs, create incentives to invest in collective 

activities, and help actors achieve mutual benefits, so that the strength of collective action 

between actors is able to minimize the cost of taking an action. However, it is worth 

highlighting that Sandler (2015) suggests that collective action failures can also occur because, 

without the means to finance goods, they may not be provided. 

Another phenomenon was also reported by Jagers et al. (2020) that the more actors 

involved, the more difficult it is to coordinate and work together, so collective action tends to 

have a significant negative impact. However, Begeny et al. (2022) suggest that the opportunity 

to develop better ideas needs intragroup strength, so that multiple perspectives can be a force 

C 
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to promote collective action. Moreover, Wlodarczyk et al. (2017) also need to pay attention to 

the allocation of resources in collective action. This intends to integrate every individual who 

has an emotional role into the same frame, so that collective emotions become a mediator in 

participation to achieve goals.  

Some scholars argue that the collective action scheme is a new breakthrough in the 

synergy of action. Many of them are increasingly convinced that collective action allows them 

to be very capable of dealing with the complex problems they face. This finding implies that 

the collective action scheme already has a comprehensive study area. Furthermore, by 

examining the literature on collective action, we have not found [to our knowledge] articles 

capable of providing research mapping. More specifically, this paper focuses on the social 

sciences discipline because many previous scholars have reported several issues regarding 

collective action. This supports Jagers's opinion that the phenomenon of collective action has 

been studied in depth by past scholars in the social sciences systematically (Jagers et al., 2020). 

Therefore, this article tries to fill the gaps in understanding how scholars map their studies, so 

this article examines the scientometrics of collective action research and the extent to which 

this issue reaches several themes and dominates several important terms in collective action 

studies. 

This paper is divided into five sub-section. The first, the introduction, outlines the aim 

of the work, its emphasis, and its uniqueness. The second, theoretical review, which informs 

the previous authors' collective action, also addresses the significance of the presence of 

collective action plans. The third of this research describes the methodology employed, 

including data sources, data operation tools, and the processes used to display the data. The 

fourth is the finding and discussion, which gives the data visualization and discussion related 

the annual of publication, and several of past experts perspective that conducted the research. 

In the last section, we provide the conclusion and suggestions for future recommendation 

regarding how the progress of collective action studies changes throughout the year, as well 

as giving a brief overview of emerging terms and overlay visualize reported. In a short time, 

this research may assist all entities participating in research. 

Method 

By applying the scientometric study, we used the VOSViewer tool as the main tool to 

generate the findings in this study. This study collects articles from the Scopus database with 

open access status on the topic of collective action, and this study focuses on the discipline of 

social science. The Scopus database was chosen because it has the largest collection of articles 

and a reputation as a reference for many world researchers. Furthermore, chose several key 

terms, including the title "collective action," the publication stage "final," the document type 

"article," the keywords "collective action," the source type "journal," and the language 

"English". To begin, we searched for collective action research on the Scopus database and 

discovered 1,150 publications. The document has been exported in CVS format, and the file 

has been imported into the VOSViewer tool. Use the network and overlay visualization menus 
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to observe the network display between articles and several key points highlighted by earlier 

experts. As a result, the most recent research and collective action trends were reported on. 

Result 

This section presents findings from the research of collective action derived from the 

Scopus database. We display findings including annual publication, co-authorship by 

document, and the analysis of citations such as document, source, author organization, and 

country. We also visualize in the form of a network some pivotal issues studied previously by 

experts, as well as provide a proposed model to be used for further research as an important 

indicator that should be considered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Annual Publication of Collective Action Research 

Source: Scopus Database 

Figure 1 displays the yearly publication of articles about collective action between 1992 

and 2022. There are some striking points to highlight that these issues during certain periods 

have disappeared, but more importantly, this topic is increasing at a rapid pace in the Scopus 

database. To begin with, collective action research was discovered in 1992. It started with just 

one article, and this topic grew slowly during the first decade, and there were escapes in article 

output in 1993, 1997, 1999, and 2003. Moreover, on the other hand, some scholars have been 

productive after a decade. In the middle of the time period, in 2002, 10 articles were published. 

On the other hand, from 2004 until today, the experts have been interested in collective action 

research, and most of them when following over the last few years have found the topic for 

collective action research every year. This issue has significant growth in 2019 to 2020 with 62 

added manuscripts, and the time period of 2021 has 179 articles. Besides, in 2020 we found 106 

publications. It was noted on the last day of September 2022. We argue that this topic will 

increase during the last few weeks of this year. 

Figure 2 shows who was the most productive author and co-authored research with 

other scholars about collective action research. Among most of them, there are several experts 

that publish their articles in journals in the Scopus database, and some of them have also been 

collaboration actions for publication. First of all, Van Zomeren M is the most published 

scholar, with his papers totaling 13 documents, following Spears, R, with about 10 articles; 

Thomas, E.F., with nine publications; as well as Leeuwis C., Struik P.C., and Mcgarty C., with 
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seven publications. On the other hand, some scholars were also collaborating with each other 

to produce several issues in the field of research they detected. As Figure 2 also shows, there 

are no co-occurrence lines between experts displayed. For example, Thomas E.F. in light blue 

lines never works with Dixon J in green lines. It also notes for Spears R in yellow lines that he 

never co-authored with Saguy T in dark blue, and more like that. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Author and Co-Authorship in Author 

(Source: VOSViewer) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Authorship in Cross-Countries Network Collaboration 

(Source: VOSViewer) 

In Figure 3, the co-authorship with international collaboration space is presented in a 

production document about collective action research. The territory was selected, and there 

are some countries with strong production documents. It is concerned with the United States, 

which produces the most articles (about 252), followed by the United Kingdom (271 

publications), and the Netherlands (146 paper publications). These three countries ranked 

among the highest in the Scopus database. Thus, it can be claimed that the most productive 

collective action topic is the United States from a document perspective. 

On the other hand, Figure 4 illustrates that the citation of documents, sources, authors, 

organizations, and nations as points of view. There are some striking points to highlight in 

several citations. First of all, the citation by document from Bennett & Segerberg (2012) is the 
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most cited by articles, in which he collected 1475 citations by other documents, following 

Fischer & Qaim (2012), Levitt & Lamba-Nieves (2011), and Feiock (2013), with 311,317 and 113, 

respectively. On the other hand, the citation by sources was that "Information Communication 

and Society" has the most citations by journal with about 1818 cited, followed by "World 

Development", "Sustainability (Switzerland), and "Journal of Social Issues", with about 1418, 

1360, and 1358, respectively.  

Citation by Document 

 

 

Citation by Source

 
Citation by Authors 

 

Citation by Affiliation 

 

Citation by Country 

 
Figure 4. Citation Analysis 

(Source: VOSViewer) 
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Furthermore, the most cited authors were both Bennett W.L. and Segerberg A., with 

1779 cited, respectively. Likewise, the highest citation by organization or affiliation is the 

University of Groningen, with 570 cited, and followed by Murdoch University, Australian 

National University, and the University of Kansas, as well as the University of Queensland, 

with 495, 336, 284, and 236 citations. Last but not least, the strong countries with production 

for collective action research are the United States (9056), the United Kingdom (4670), the 

Netherlands (3390), and Sweden (2527), as well as Germany and Australia, with 1580 and 1508 

respectively. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Pivotal Issues on Collective Action Research 

(Source: VOSViewer) 

Figure 5 illustrates the term of collective action that was exist by several scholars and 

the viewpoint of the annual trend of research was selected. There are significant points to 

highlight, such as the fact that climate change and COVID-19 were strong lines of research for 

scholars. To begin with, COVID-19 is a term that most experts in 2021 relates to collective 

action issues. This line claimed that more scholars examine the collective action related to 

COVID-19. It is proved by past scholars' works conducted such as Behrens & Naylor (2020), 

Duque Franco, et al (2020), Choma, at al (2021), Fang, et al (2022), and so on. Thus, collective 

action is co-curated with climate change, in which this term is also significant in collective 

action research such as Nowlin (2022), Colding et al (2022), Larson, et al (2022), and so on. On 

the other hand, several experts, including Scott & Silva-Ochoa (2002), Meinzen-Dick, et al 

(2002), Cody, et al (2015), Baldwin, et al (2018), Turiansky (2021), and others, have conducted 

research on collective action with irrigation issues. In short, the terms in Figure 5 were founded 

on collective action research. It claims that past scholars have been conducted with many 

viewpoints.  
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Figure 6 illustrates some of the main approaches used by scholars in collective action 

studies in the Scopus database. This approach looks for the key features that scholars use to 

condense their findings. There is one thing that stands out the most about this issue, which is 

that there is a synergy between terms, especially "legitimacy", which has a relationship with 

"leadership" and "solidarity". Furthermore, there is a "power" connected to "trust" and 

"accountability." Surprisingly, the "regulation" term has no relationship with other terms.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Collective Action Research Orientation 

(Source: VOSViewer) 

Conclusion 

Collective action studies appear to be gaining popularity among certain scholars 

recently. This study is becoming more common when individuals require assistance from 

others, resulting in the formation of intragroup ties in collective activity. This mapping study 

intends to identify researchers of research relevance in collective action studies, as well as 

numerous terminology associated with collective action studies. According to the findings of 

this paper, the author Van Zomeren M is the most published scholar, with a total of 13 works. 

Furthermore, the United States, which generates the most articles (approximately 252), Bennett 

W.L. (2012), is the most cited by articles, in which he collected 1475 citations from other papers, 

is the most referenced by articles. Furthermore, Bennett, W.L., and Segerberg, A. were the most 

referenced writers, with 1779 citations each. Similarly, the University of Groningen has 

received the most citations by organization or association, with 570 citations. COVID-19-

related collective action is currently on the issue. Further, there is synergy between the 

concepts reported, particularly "legitimacy," which is related to "leadership" and "solidarity." 

There is also a "power" that is linked to "trust" and "accountability." Surprisingly, there is no 

link between the “regulation” and the other ones. 

However, there are some limitations to this paper. For starters, this study only looked 

at one scientific disciplinesuch social science; more research is needed to see all scientific 

disciplines in active collection mapping. Second, the data analysis tool used only relies on 

VOSViewer, requiring other analysis tools to compare the results obtained. 
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